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The Largest Selection of Bulk Alcohols in the World
Ultra Pure is the largest family owned supplier of high quality Bulk Alcohol serving the Beverage and  Industrial Industries. These products include Aged Bourbons and Whiskies, Gin, Rum, Cream Liqueurs,  and Grain Neutral Spirits. Industrial products include Organic Alcohol, Sugar Cane Alcohol and Denatured Alcohols.
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Alcohol Industries



	  Distilleries
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 Botanical Extraction
	 



 Industrial &  Personal Care


Ultra Pure has the largest network of distilleries around the world where we source our high proof spirit bases. We distribute through our 8 US based distilled spirits plants.


	 



 Vodka Bases
	 



 Gin Bases
	 



 Rum
	 



 U.S. Aged Whiskey,  Bourbon & Rye
	 



 Whiskey  Distillates
	 



 Alternative &  Imported Whiskey
	 



 Fruit Based Alcohols
	 



 Neutral Cream  Liqueur


 Domestic Vodka Bases | (all 190 Proof)
	 Alcohol Type
 Characteristics
 Inventory
	 Missouri Corn Alcohol
 6x distilled, GMO Free, Kosher, Gluten/Allergen Free
 Stock
	 Illinois Corn Alcohol
 4x distilled, GMO Free, Kosher, Gluten/Allergen Free
 Stock
	 Iowa Corn Alcohol
 4x distilled, GMO Free, Kosher, Gluten/Allergen Free
 Stock
	 Kansas Corn Alcohol
 4x distilled, GMO Free, Kosher, Gluten/Allergen Free
 Stock
	 Organic Corn Alcohol
 6x distilled, USDA/NOP Certified Organic, Domestically grown organic corn
 Stock
	 Charcoal Filtered
 6x Distilled, GMO Free, Kosher, Gluten/Allergen Free, 100% Corn
 Stock


Imported Vodka Bases | (all 190 Proof)
	 Alcohol Type
 Characteristics
 Inventory
	 Canadian Wheat
 100% Wheat, Distilled in Canada
 Stock
	 French Wheat
 4x Distilled
 Stock
	 Organic Wheat
 4x Distilled, Italian Wheat
 Stock
	 Neutral Sugar Cane
 4x distilled, Non-GMO, Kosher, Gluten/Allergen Free
 Stock
	 Organic Sugar Cane
 USD/NOP and EU Organic, Non-GMO
 Stock
	 Potato
 5x distilled from premium Polish potato varieties
 Stock




 Domestic Gin Bases (all 190 Proof)
	 Alcohol Type
 Characteristics
 Inventory
	 Ready Made Gin: Elysian *
 Floral Focus
 Stock
	 Ready Made Gin: London Dry *
 Juniper Focus
 Stock
	 Ready Made Gin: International *
 Citrus Focus
 Stock
	 Ready Made Gin: New World *
 Botanical Focus
 Stock
	 Gin Extracts:
 Elysian , London Dry, International, New World
 Stock


Imported Gin Bases (all 190 Proof)
	 Alcohol Type
 Characteristics
 Inventory
	 Neutral Rye
 100% Rye, Distilled in Europe
 Special Order
	 Neutral Barley
 100% Barley
 Special Order
	 Amsterdam Dutch Wheat
 4x Distilled
 Special Order
	 Bavarian Apple
 Distilled in Germany
 Special Order
	 Organic Gin
 80 Proof
 Special Order




 Rum
	 Alcohol Type
 Characteristics
 Inventory
	 Light Rum Base
 Distilled from sugar cane molasses in the USVI
 Stock
	 Sugar Cane 189 Proof
 4x distilled.
 Stock
	 Jamaican Power Blender (Origin: Jamaica)
 Blend of small batch pot still rums, flavor profile: Banana, Pineapple, Papaya, Mango, and Coconut. Used in 5-15% concentrations with base.
 Stocked in 15 gal drums
	 Barrel-Aged Blender (Origin: Trinidad, Barbados, Guyana)
 Light column still rums, tropical aged in small American oak barrels, flavor profile: Woody, Caramel, Vanilla, Coconut, Cinnamon, Nutmeg, and Allspice. Used in 5-15% concentrations with base.
 Stocked in 15 gal drums
	 French West Indies Blender (Origin: Martinique, Jamaica, Trinidad, Barbados, Guyana)
 Intense pot still rums and mellower column still rums, flavor profile: Dry, Grassy, Herbal and Savory. Used in 5-15% concentrations with base.
 Stocked in 15 gal drums
	 Aged Rums 1-8YO
 Various Regions.
 Special Order
	 Advanced Finished Rum
 4 Options. 150 proof.
 Special Order



 U.S. Aged Whiskey, Bourbon & Rye
	 Alcohol Type
 Characteristics
 Inventory
	 Bourbon
 New Fill to 12 Years Old, Various Origins
 Stock
	 Rye Whiskey
 New Fill to 5 Years Old, Various Origins
 Stock
	 Unaged Bourbon Distillate
 Can be put into barrels to age. 75/21/4. 135 Proof.
 Stock
	 Unaged Rye Distillate
 Can be put into barrels to age. 95/5/0. 135 Proof.
 Stock
	 Unaged 99% Corn Whiskey Distillate
 Can be put into barrels to age. 99/0/1. 135 Proof.
 Stock
	 Unaged Light Whiskey Distillate
 Can be put into barrels to age. 99/0/1. 189 Proof.
 Special Order
	 Accelerated Aged Bourbon
 6 months aged in New American Oak barrels, 117-119 Proof
 Stock
	 Accelerated Aged Rye
 6 months aged in New American Oak barrels, 117-119 Proof
 Stock
	 Canadian Whiskey
 3-5 Years Old, Various Origins
 Stock
	 Irish Whisky
 Multiple Ages
 Special Order
	 Scotch Whisky
 Multiple Ages
 Special Order



 Whiskey Distillates
	 Alcohol Type
 Characteristics
 Inventory
	 135 Proof Bourbon Distillate
 Mash Bill: 75% Corn, 21% Rye and 4% Malted Barley, can be used as is or put into barrels to age
 Stock
	 135 Proof Rye Distillate
 Mash Bill: 95% Rye, 5% Malted Barley, can be used as is or put into barrels to age
 Stock
	 135 Proof Un-Aged Corn Distillate
 99% Corn & 1% Malted Barley, can be used as is or put into barrels to age
 Stock
	 Light Whiskey Distillate
 189 proof, Mash Bill: 99% Corn & 1% Malted Barley
 Special Order



 Alternative & Imported Whiskey
	 Alcohol Type
 Characteristics
 Inventory
	 3YR Canadian Whiskey
 157 proof, predominantly corn mash bill
 Stock
	 3YR Irish Whiskey
 3x distilled, 127 proof
 Special Order
	 3YR Scotch Whiskey
 Blended Scotch, 138 proof
 Special Order



 Fruit Based Alcohols
	 Alcohol Type
 Characteristics
 Inventory
	 2 YR V.S. French Cognac
 125 proof, aged in oak casks from the Limousin region
 Special Order IBCs
	 3 YR French Brandy
 140 proof, aged in oak casks from the Limousin region
 Special Order IBCs
	 2 YR Calvados
 Apple Brandy from the Calvados Region in France, 140 proof, aged in French Oak Casks
 Special Order IBCs
	 172 Proof Domestic Neutral Grape Alcohol
 Grapes grown and distilled in California
 Stock
	 192 Proof Neutral Grape Alcohol
 Distilled from many French Grape varieties
 Special Order
	 Bavarian Apple Alcohol
 192 proof, distilled in Germany, Kosher
 Stock
	 Extra Neutral OTS (Other than Standard) Grape Wine
 20.75% ABV or 23.75% ABV
 Special Order
	 189 Proof Neutral Citrus Residue Brandy
 Neutral citrus base used for fortifying brandy and wines
 Special Order



 Neutral Cream Liqueur
	 Alcohol Type
 Characteristics
 Inventory
	 17% ABV Neutral Cream Base. KOSHER
*Storage must be between 55-74 degrees for shelf life of 1 YR
 Fat: 15.4%
 Total Solids: 39.0
 Density: 0.015 at 20 degrees C
 Viscosity: 30cp
 pH: 7.2
 *pH of added ingredients must match 7.2pH of base cream
 Stock, 264 gal totes
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 Formulation Worksheet 


Established Distiller
Ultra Pure understands the best practices in all areas of your business:
 




 









Spirit Bases for Distilleries, Bottlers, & Blenders
Signature Spirits works with 1000+ distilleries and bottlers supplying bulk high-proof spirits. These include Grain Neutral Spirits “GNS” for Vodka, Gin, Rum, Aged Bourbon, Aged and Unaged Whiskey, Organic Alcohol, Brandies, and Neutral Cream Alcohol.

Using Bulk High Proof Spirits to Formulate New Products
When you need bulk high-proof spirits to create your own products, you need a partner capable of supplying all six basic spirit bases and more. At Ultra Pure, we provide all the necessary bases so you can create any type of product you desire. Whether you’re trying to create a whiskey or even a bottled cocktail, we have the right base for your specific needs.


The Spirit Bases You Need
There are several spirit bases you can use if you’re running a distillery or if you are a bottler. No matter your needs, you want to make sure you get the right bulk high-proof spirits for your business.


Spirit Bases for Distilleries, Bottlers, & Blenders:
	Vodka
	Gin
	Rum
	Aged Bourbon
	Aged and Unaged Whiskey
	Brandies
	Neutral Cream Alcohol
	Organic Alcohol


We deliver the high-quality spirit bases you need. With warehouses found across the USA, you won’t have to wait long for your bases to arrive. Whether you’re an established distiller or a new distiller, our team will help you create the new products you desire.


It Starts with the Base
When it comes to any craft spirit, the base is where it all starts. You need the right base to create the product you want to represent your brand. A base spirit made from scratch gives you the perfect blank canvas to create the right Vodka, Gin, Whiskey, or any other type of spirit.
Many base spirits found on the market are distilled from grains, but several natural crops can be used to distill spirits including Potatoes, Grapes, and even Quinoa. Choosing a base spirit made from the right natural crop will influence the flavor profile. When you choose the right base spirit, you’ll be able to distill the spirit you desire for your specific brand.

Bulk Spirits for Distilleries, Blenders, and Bottlers
At Ultra Pure, we offer pure base spirits giving you the perfect choice to represent your brand. Our bulk high-proof spirits offer the right option for formulating new products and maximizing the profitability of your distillery or bottling business.


Working with New Distilleries
We work with new distilleries to help evaluate the necessary equipment you will need, along with the best way to develop your brand. Our team focuses on business planning, investment decisions, and also on the right marketing for your specific needs. When you need to create a brand story, you need a partner to help you. At Ultra Pure, we’re here to help you choose the right base spirits for your specific needs.
 No matter the type of distillery you’re running, we’re here to help. We also work with bottlers and blenders looking to create new products to properly represent their brand.
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Ultra Pure has one of the largest portfolios of Aged Bourbon, Rye Whiskies and Canadian Whiskey. Our decades long experience and relationships through our vast network of distilleries offers you the largest selection at the best cost.
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Inventory

Inventory
Kentucky, Indiana, Texas, North Carolina, Wyoming, Access to new fill, ages one year to four year, availability changes daily.




Financing

Financing
We understand your needs and offer tailored financing options for our qualified customers.




Warehousing

Warehousing
When you purchase from Ultra Pure all of your warehousing and logistic services are included. Take advantage of the most competitive storage and insurance fees through our volume discounts.







What exactly is whiskey?
Whiskey is a distilled alcoholic drink made from fermented grain mashes. They’re typically aged in charred oak barrels until they reach their desired production age. The most common grains used to make whiskey include corn, barley, rye, and wheat.

What makes whiskey a whiskey?
Whiskey is defined as an alcoholic beverage distilled from grain and aged in wood barrels. There must be no added flavoring for a whiskey to be a whiskey; all the flavor must come from the barrel the whiskey is aged in. … A whiskey’s mash is the mixture of grains used in the distilling process.


What is difference between whisky and scotch?
Whiskey is the correct spelling for American and Irish-made whiskey, and whisky is the spelling for the Canadian, Japanese, and Scottish-made versions. Scotch is whisky made in Scotland from either barley or a mix of grains. … Single malt Scotch is a whisky that’s from one distillery from a mash of malted barley.


Here’s where the main 5 whiskey types come from.
	Scotch – Scotland.
	Bourbon – USA.
	Irish Whiskey – Ireland.
	Canadian Whiskey – Canada.
	Japanese Whisky – Japan.


What Types of Whiskey can Ultra Pure Provide?
Ultra Pure can provide any Whiskey you may need in a number of different volumes. From the small startup to the established brand looking to increase capacity. We also store and track you’re in barrel inventory at our facility in Kentucky.


What are the steps in making Whiskey?

 1. Distillation– A still for making whisky is usually made of copper, since it removes sulfur -based compounds from the alcohol that would make it unpleasant to drink. Modern stills are made of stainless steel with copper innards (piping, for example, will be lined with copper along with copper plate inlays along still walls). The simplest standard distillation apparatus is commonly known as a pot still, consisting of a single heated chamber and a vessel to collect purified alcohol. Column Stills are frequently used in the production of grain whiskey and are the most commonly used type of still in the production of bourbon and other American whiskeys. Column stills behave like a series of single pot stills, formed in a long vertical tube. Whereas a single pot still charged with wine might yield a vapor enriched to 40–60% alcohol, a column still can achieve a vapor alcohol content of 95.6%; an azeotropic mixture of alcohol and water.
 2. Aging-Whiskies do not mature in the bottle, only in the cask, so the “age” of a whisky is only the time between distillation and bottling. This reflects how much the cask has interacted with the whisky, changing its chemical makeup and taste. Whiskies that have been bottled for many years may have a rarity value, but are not “older” and not necessarily “better” than a more recent whisky that matured in wood for a similar time. After a decade or two, additional aging in a barrel does not necessarily improve a whisky. While aging in wooden casks, especially American oak and French oak casks, whisky undergoes six processes that contribute to its final flavor: extraction, evaporation, oxidation, concentration, filtration, and coloration. Extraction in particular results in whisky acquiring a number of compounds, including aldehydes and acids such as vanillin, vanillic acid, and syringaldehyde. Distillers will sometimes age their whiskey in barrels previously used to age other spirits, such as rum or sherry, to impart particular flavors.

 3. Packaging-Most whiskies are sold at or near an alcoholic strength of 40% abv, which is the statutory minimum in some countries – although the strength can vary, and cask-strength whisky may have as much as twice that alcohol percentage. Ultra Pure can provide a wide variety of Whiskey Types in several packages including Barrels and Totes.
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Ultra Pure can supply any alcohol base for the fastest growing segment in the alcohol beverage industry
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Spirit Based

Spirit Based
Sugar based – Vodka – Gin – Rum – Whiskey – Bourbon – Brandies




Malt Sugar Based

Malt Sugar Based
Ultra Pure can supply Fermented Malt and Sugar Based Alcohol for your RTD’s.




Wine Based

Wine Based
Ultra Pure can supply Citrus and Grape Based Other Than Standard "OTS" Spirit Bases.







What is the RTD category?
The RTD category is the fastest growing beverage alcohol category in the US market, and its trajectory is looking strong for the years to come. Its been a convenient item for consumers who are looking for cocktails on the go!

What is a ready to drink alcohol?
Ready to drink (often known as RTD) packaged beverages are those sold in a prepared form, ready for consumption. Examples include iced tea (prepared using tea leaves and fruit juice) and alcopops (prepared by mixing alcoholic beverages with fruit juices or soft drinks). The RTD pre mixed cocktails have been some of the most popular.


Why are RTD’s so popular?
From handcrafted ingredients and homemade spirits to an interest in provenance, RTDs are increasingly preimmunizing. Consumers are seeking complex serves, even from convenient options, be it from rare or localized botanicals to unique or craft twists on classic cocktails.


How can Ultra Pure help you with your Ready To Drink Cocktails?
Ultra Pure sources and supplies all the base alcohols to make your product a success, whether it’s OTS, or distilled spirits or fermented alcohol we can supply it all. Call our beverage sales team and discover some of the interesting base options for the Ready to Drink Category.
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Our Alcohols and High-Proof Spirit bases are sourced globally and delivered from eight US distribution  centers. Select your industry to find out more about how 



 can advance your brand
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 Pure Grain Alcohol
	 



  Organic Alcohol
	 



  Non-GMO Verified
	 



  Non Neutral Specialty Alcohols


  Pure Grain Alcohol
	Alcohol Type
 Characteristics
 Inventory
	Pure Grain Alcohol, U.S Distilled (4x distilled & 6x distilled available)
 190 & 200 proof available, Kosher, Gluten/Allergen Free, GMO Free
 Stock
	Neutral Sugar Cane Alcohol, Imported
 190 proof, Kosher, Non-GMO, Gluten/Allergen Free
 Stock
	Neutral Grape Alcohol, Imported
 192 Proof, Distilled from many French grape varieties
 Special Order (6000gal ISO Containers)
	Bavarian Apple Alcohol, Imported
 192 proof
 Stock
	Neutral Potato Alcohol, Imported
 192 proof
 Stock



  Organic Alcohol
	Alcohol Type
 Characteristics
 Inventory
	Organic Wheat Alcohol, Imported
 190 proof, USDA/NOP Organic Certified, GMO Free, Kosher, Gluten/Allergen Free Italian Wheat
 Stock
	Organic Sugar Cane Alcohol, Extra Neutral, Imported
 190 proof, USDA/NOP Organic Certified, Kosher, non-GMO, Gluten/Allergen Free
 Stock
	Organic Corn Alcohol, U.S Distilled
 190 proof, NAFTA Compliant, USDA/NOP Organic Certified, Kosher, GMO Free, Gluten/Allergen Free
 Stock



  Non-GMO Verified
	Alcohol Type
 Characteristics
 Inventory
	4x distilled Extra Neutral Sugar Cane Alcohol
 190 proof, Kosher, Non-GMO, Gluten/Allergen Free
 Stock
	Organic Extra Neutral Sugar Cane Alcohol
 190 proof, USDA/NOP Organic Certified, Kosher, non-GMO, Gluten/Allergen Free
 Stock



  Non Neutral Specialty Alcohols
	Alcohol Type
 Characteristics
 Inventory
	Bourbon Whiskey
 Mash Bill: 75% Corn, 21% Rye & 4% Malted Barley
 Stock
	Rye Whiskey
 Mash Bill: 95% Rye & 5% Malted Barley
 Stock
	Jamaican Power Rum (used as high concentrated flavor)
 150 proof, 100% Jamaican produced. Blend of small batch pot still rums
 Flavor Profile: Banana, Pineapple, Papaya, Mango, Coconut
 Kosher option available
 Stock
	Barrel Aged Rum (used as high concentrated flavor)
 150 proof, Origin: Trinidad, Barbados, Guyana
 Blend of light column still rums tropical aged in small American oak barrels
 Flavor Profile: Woody, Caramel, Vanilla, Coconut, Cinnamon, Nutmeg, Allspice
 Stock
	French West Indies Rum (used as high concentrated flavor)
 150 proof, Origin: Martinique, Jamaica, Trinidad, Barbados & Guyana
 Blend of intense pot still rums and mellower column still rums
 Flavor Profile: Dry, Grassy, Herbal & Savory
 Kosher Option Available
 Stock
	2 YR V.S. French Cognac
 130 proof, Aged in oak casks from the Limousin Region
 Stock
	5YR French Brandy
 130 proof, Aged in oak casks from the Limousin Region
 Stock
	Handcrafted, Ready Made Gin
 160 proof, 3 flavor profile options: London Dry, International & New World, 6x distilled base. Also available aged in New American Oak Barrels
 Stock
	17% ABV Neutral Cream Base KOSHER
 *Storage must be between 55-74 degrees for shelf life of 1 YR
 Fat: 15.4%
 Total Solids: 39.0
 Density: 0.015 at 20 degrees C
 Viscosity: 30cp
 pH: 7.2
 *pH of added ingredients must match 7.2pH of base cream
 Stock
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 Full Product List 


 Our Unique Supply Chain
Our wide selection of globally sourced alcohol & efficient supply chain ensures best price, quality and availability.
  Packaging
 We offer all the industry standard packaging options. We can supply in Drums, Totes and Tankers.   Custom Product Formulation
 Need a custom blend or something specific for you alcohol needs. Give us a call and we can source and formulate to fit your needs.   Raw Material Sourcing
 We purchase our raw materials on the open commodity markets around the world. Globally sourced and available locally out of our 9 distribution facilities. 

Distribution
We ship our products from strategically placed warehouses across the U.S.
 







Food & Flavor Alcohols
 We supply food and flavor companies with high purity, food-grade, non-GMO, and organic certified alcohols for formulation and extraction. Our broad product selection improves your formulating choices as well as offers you the most economical option in the market.

Our Unique Supply Chain
Our wide selection of globally sourced alcohol & an efficient supply chain ensures the best price, quality, and availability.


Benefits of Food & Flavor Alcohol from Ultra Pure

When you choose our food and flavor alcohol, you gain many benefits including:
	Gluten-Free and Allergen-Free Alcohol
	USDA-Certified Organic and USP Verified
	Fast Delivery with Warehouses Across the USA
	Most Economical Option on the Market
	Improve your Formulations and Extractions
	Experienced & Dedicated Sales Team


Working with food and flavors requires the highest quality ingredients and trust in your suppliers as possible. When you need food and flavor alcohols, you need high-quality alcohol you can use to create the best product to represent your brand. At Ultra Pure, we a multitude of alcohol products for your extractions and formulations.


Top Foods, Flavors, & Extracts Containing Alcohol

Some of the most common products made with alcohol include:
	Pure Almond Extract
	Lemon Extract
	Vanilla Extract
	Banana Flavoring
	Pure Mint Extract
	Bitters
	Coconut Flavoring
	Lavender Extract Paste
	Marsala Cooking Wine
	Vinegars Used for Cooking
	Mustards (Many use white wine, whiskey, or beer)
	Soy Sauces
	Sugar Substitutes and Sweeteners
	Teriyaki Sauces
	And More!


If you’re trying to create a new food product or flavoring, pure food-grade alcohol may be necessary for your process. Many products falling into the food, flavor, and extracts category contain or use food-grade alcohol in the process.


FCC Alcohol from Ultra Pure
 We supply the largest selection of alcohols for foods and flavors in the world. Our ingredients are sourced globally and we use our seven warehouses across North America to deliver directly to you.
Whether you’re creating beverages, spirits, or food products, we have the right alcohols for your specific needs. If you’re in the Food and Flavor Industries, we offer the highest quality 190 or 200 proof pure grain, organic certified or Non-GMO Project Verified alcohols Our specialty alcohols offer a chance for your products to stand out in the marketplace.

 
We have the largest selection of pure alcohols to help you develop the right products for your brand. Whether you’re creating essential oils, extracts for flavorings, or any other type of formulation, we provide the alcohol you need.
At Ultra Pure, you get a partner ready to help you move your business forward. Our team is dedicated to helping you source the highest quality ingredients for you to achieve superior products and at the best cost.





	  



 Full Industrial Product Listing 
	 



 Pure Alcohol (Tax Paid)
	 



 Organic Alcohol (Tax Paid)
	 



 Non-GMO Verified (Tax Paid)


 Pure Alcohol (Tax Paid)
	 Alcohol Type
 Characteristics
 Inventory
	 Pure Grain Alcohol, U.S Distilled (4x distilled & 6x distilled available)
 190 & 200 proof available, Kosher, Gluten/Allergen Free, GMO Free
 Stock
	 Neutral Sugar Cane Alcohol, Imported
 190 proof, Kosher, Non-GMO, Gluten/Allergen Free
 Stock
	 Neutral Grape Alcohol, Imported
 192 Proof, Distilled from many French grape varieties
 Special Order (6000gal ISO Containers)
	 Bavarian Apple Alcohol, Imported
 192 proof
 Stock
	 Neutral Potato Alcohol, Imported
 192 proof
 Stock



 Organic Alcohol (Tax Paid)
	 Alcohol Type
 Characteristics
 Inventory
	 Organic Wheat Alcohol, Imported
 190 proof, USDA/NOP Organic Certified, GMO Free, Kosher, Gluten/Allergen Free Italian Wheat
 Stock
	 Organic Sugar Cane Alcohol, Extra Neutral, Imported
 190 proof, USDA/NOP Organic Certified, Kosher, non-GMO, Gluten/Allergen Free
 Stock
	 Organic Corn Alcohol, U.S Distilled
 190 proof, NAFTA Compliant, USDA/NOP Organic Certified, Kosher, GMO Free, Gluten/Allergen Free
 Stock



 Non-GMO Verified (Tax Paid)
	 Alcohol Type
 Characteristics
 Inventory
	 4x distilled Extra Neutral Sugar Cane Alcohol
 190 proof, Kosher, Non-GMO, Gluten/Allergen Free
 Stock
	 Organic Extra Neutral Sugar Cane Alcohol
 190 proof, USDA/NOP Organic Certified, Kosher, non-GMO, Gluten/Allergen Free
 Stock
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 Full Product List 


 Our Unique Supply Chain
Our wide selection of globally sourced alcohol & efficient supply chain ensures best price, quality and availability.
  Packaging
 We offer all the industry standard packaging options. We can supply in Drums, Totes and Tankers.   Custom Product Formulation
 Need a custom blend or something specific for you alcohol needs. Give us a call and we can source and formulate to fit your needs.   Raw Material Sourcing
 We purchase our raw materials on the open commodity markets around the world. Globally sourced and available locally out of our 9 distribution facilities. 

Distribution
We ship our products from strategically placed warehouses across the U.S.
 







Botanical Extraction
Our high purity food grade alcohol is the safest option for large scale commercial botanical extraction, medicinal tinctures, and edibles. Ultra Pure offers USP, Food Grade, Non-GMO, Organic Certified, Allergen-Free, and Gluten Free options to meet your needs.


What is Botanical Extraction?
Botanical Extraction is a process used to pull out an oil from a plant. Alcohol or Ethanol has been used as a method of extraction for over 100 years. Given the leaps and bounds in ethanol extraction has taken since 1995, it has become a primary method for plant-based extractions. Many companies prefer a cold ethanol extraction method to yield the best results.  At Ultra Pure, we provide the necessary high purity food grade alcohol or ethanol for your large-scale botanical extraction needs. Our alcohol is non-GMO, allergen-free, gluten-free, and Organic Certified.

How Botanical Extraction Works
The process of botanical extraction will involve a solvent, such as pure alcohol and a plant matter. While there are several types of solvents that can be used, alcohol is one of the safest and most effective options since the advancements of large-scale commercial and industrial systems.
When the plant matter and solvent is soaked together, evaporation using heat will need to occur to remove the alcohol. It is critical temperature is controlled using advanced machinery with many large-scale operations. Depending on the solvent, the extraction may need to be refined even further to remove plant fats, waxes, and chlorophyll.


Our Unique Supply Chain
Our wide selection of globally sourced alcohol & an efficient supply chain ensures the best price, quality, and availability.
Raw Material Sourcing
We purchase our raw materials on open commodity markets around the world.

Contract Distillation
We contract distill our raw materials globally for the best pricing.
Packaging
We offer all the industry-standard packaging options. This packaging includes drums, totes, and bulk tanker trucks.


Why Use Pure Alcohol for Botanical Extraction?

Pure alcohol works best to extract all of the following:
	Essential Oils
	Alkaloids
	Organic Acids
	Acrid
	Bitter Constituents
	Castor Oil
	Resins
	Glycosides
	Chlorophyll


Many botanical plants have been used for their healing properties for many centuries. Many healing properties of said plants need to be extracted using ethanol to provide many of the benefits you hear about. Pure alcohol offers one of the best options for extraction due to the safe, efficient, and scalable extraction it can provide.
Alcohol is also more effective as a solvent for tinctures compared to water. Whether it’s for a skincare product or another type of product, pure alcohol can be used to create tinctures with alcohol or alcohol and water.

Creating a tincture with alcohol offers an excellent option when it comes to botanical extraction. Our high purity alcohol offers an excellent choice when you want to create a medicinal tinctures and edibles. It’s Pharmaceutical grade, which means you can use it safely for botanical extraction.


Distribution
We ship our products from strategically placed warehouses across the U.S. With warehouses found throughout the country, our team has the ability to supply the pure alcohol you need for botanical extraction fast. We provide warehouses on the east and west coast, along with in the mid-west and in Texas.

The Safest and Most Effective Solvent
Pure food-grade alcohol has become known as the safest and most effective solvent when it comes to botanical extraction. Using Pure high quality alcohol in any commercial sized plant based extractions will be the most cost efficient and have the best yields.
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 Full Industrial Product Listing 
	 



 Specially Denatured Alcohol (SDA)
	 



 Completely Denatured Alcohol (CDA) and Proprietary Formulas
	 



 Organic Denatured/Custom Blends


 Specially Denatured Alcohol (SDA) , 190/200 Proof
	 Formula
 Proof
 
	 2-B (Heptane)
 190/200
 
	 3-A
 190/200
 
	 3-C
 190/200
 
	 23A
 190/200
 
	 30
 190/200
 
	 35A
 190/200
 
	 38B
 190/200
 
	 40B
 190/200
 
	 
 All other approved SDA Formulas available upon request
 



 Completely Denatured Alcohol (CDA) and Proprietary Formulas
	 Formula
 Proof
 
	 CDA 18
 190/200
 
	 CDA 19
 190/200
 
	 CDA 20
 190/200
 
	 CDA 35
 190/200
 
	 CDA 12A
 190/200
 
	 
 Custom Solvent Blends and Proprietary Formulas Based on Customer Needs
 



 Organic Denatured/Custom Blends
	 Organic Certified Specially Denatured 38B 190 Proof Formula:
 
 
	 10 pounds of Essential Oil (inquire for a list of various approved oils)
 Grain or Sugarcane Based blend
 In-house or Customer supplied organic denaturants
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Our Unique Supply Chain
Our wide selection of globally sourced alcohol & efficient supply chain ensures best price, quality and availability.
  Packaging
 We offer all the industry standard packaging options. We can supply in Drums, Totes and Tankers.   Custom Product Formulation
 Need a custom blend or something specific for you alcohol needs. Give us a call and we can source and formulate to fit your needs.   Raw Material Sourcing
 We purchase our raw materials on the open commodity markets around the world. Globally sourced and available locally out of our 9 distribution facilities. 

Distribution
We ship our products from strategically placed warehouses across the U.S.
 







Industrial & Personal Care Products
We supply pure, specially denatured (SDA), and completed denatured alcohol (CDA) with multiple packaging options for various industrial applications such as hand sanitizers, antibacterial lotions, fragrances, detergents, adhesives, coatings, etc.
Our Unique Supply Chain
Our wide selection of globally sourced alcohol & an efficient supply chain ensures the best price, quality, and availability.


Creation of Industrial & Personal Care Products

When you need to create a new line of industrial and personal care products, you need to be certain of the best alcohol type for your application. From hand sanitizers to detergents to adhesives, many industrial and personal care products depend on pure and denatured alcohol. It is important to note hand sanitizers will not work properly without the right alcohol type and content (%).

At Ultra Pure, we supply pure and over 50+ denatured alcohol formulas approved by the U.S. Government for many unique applications. We offer specially denatured, completely denatured, and even custom blended alchols. Our experienced team stands by to provide you direction, quality, and options for whatever you may be looking for.


Denatured vs. Non-Denatured Alcohols
Specially Denatured Alcohol (SDA) is regulated by the Alcohol, Tobacco, Tax & Trade Bureau. This agency has recognized over 50+ unique formulations with specific denaturants for unique applications that will fit your needs. Given their denaturants, It’s made unfit to drink and it’s also exempt from the federal alcohol excise taxes for approved users. Users must apply directly with the Alcohol, Tobacco, Tax & Trade Bureau for an approved permit before purchasing.
Non-denatured alcohol or ethanol is intended for fuels and foods. It’s made from fermenting grains and distilling off the ethyl alcohol. This form of pure alcohol is at least 95% concentrated It can be made to be used as food-grade alcohol.
With industrial and personal care products, Specially Denatured Alcohol is used primarily since in most applications it does not need to be food-grade.


SDA vs CDA
SDA or specially denatured alcohol has specific approved additives and denaturants for the applications it’s made for. The Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau regulate this type of alcohol.
SDA alcohol is denatured at levels as low as 1% to 10%. This minimum level of denaturant used in this type of alcohol makes them capable of being un-denatured. A permit is required to use, store, and resell SDA.

 
Completely denatured alcohol or CDA, on the other hand, has been thoroughly denatured and has become completely unfit for use in beverages. The denaturants used in this type of alcohol are nearly inseparable from the actual alcohol. CDA can be used without permit restrictions since it doesn’t have the same risk of being transformed into a beverage.


Denatured Alcohol for Labs and Cosmetics
The type of denatured alcohol used in cosmetics will likely have a bittering agent and water within the formula. Other chemicals can also be added to the formulation, along with additives.
At Ultra Pure, we offer the the highest quality specially denatured alcohol and completely denatured alcohol for any type of product. We even provide organic denatured and custom blended alcohols.
Contact us today if you’re ready to partner with UItra Pure, the leading choice for your SDA and CDA alcohol needs.







 A Different Kind of Alcohol Company
Ultra Pure is unlike other providers  of high purity alcohols and spirit bases. Why?


 



 By maintaining the lowest operating cost in the industry, we guarantee best customer pricing.

 



 Every employee is fully engaged in sales, service or logistics, without wasteful management. Therefore, every employee has direct customer contact.

 



 With over 1,000 customers, we offer the widest selection of alcohols with multiple shipping and packaging options all on a best cost basis. That’s our pledge.



Ultra Pure Services
Founded in 2006, Ultra Pure is located in Darien, Connecticut and is the leading bulk alcohol supplier in the United States. Ultra Pure supplies high quality bulk ethanol & high proof spirits for varying uses and industries. These products include Grain Neutral Spirits, aged and Unaged Bourbon and Whiskies, Organic Alcohols, Rum, non-GMO Sugar Cane Alcohol and all specialty denatured Alcohols.
In the beverage industry Ultra Pure supplies Domestic and Imported Vodka, Gin Bases, Whiskey, Bourbon, Rum, Brandy, Wine (OTS), Tequila, Cream Liqueurs and many specialty Alcohols not commonly found.
On the industrial side of Ultra Pure we supply Pure Alcohol, Specialty Denatured alcohol, Organic Denature Custom Blend Alcohols and of course in both Organic and non GMO. Ultra Pure also supplies Completely Denatured Alcohol and a variety of solvents.
Ultra Pure services not only industrial and commercial industries and also Food and Flavor . Ultra Pure supplies many types of alcohols used in the manufacturing of foods and seasonings. The types of foods that use Alcohol are Flavor Extracts, Bitters, Vinegars, Mustards, Soy Sauces and many more. Ultra Pure supplying Organic alcohol, non-GMO Alcohol and Pure Grain Alcohol.
 Ultra Pure LLC and Sasma BV are part of Sasma Holding BV.




 Why Work with 



 ?


	 1Consistent Sourcing
We offer world wide sourcing from over 100 distilleries with the largest selection of bulk alcohols distributed through our nine bonded facilities.

	 2Cost Effective
We ensure best cost, through our global network of high volume contract supply relationships.

	 3Connectivity
We ensure access to our network of Gold Medal formulators , flavor houses and bottlers.

	 4Coordination
We offer down stream marketing solutions to help get your brand through
distribution and on the shelf quickly.

	 Together with our sister company in The Netherlands (Sasma BV), there is no alcohol in the world we can't supply.


 Trusted Everywhere


	  



 
	  



 
	  



 
	  



 


 




 



 Sugar Cane Alcohols are NON-GMO PROJECT VERIFIED




Send us your Queries
  
Name(Required)

Email(Required) 

Phone(Required)

Message(Required)



        


 





Services
	Distilleries
	Whiskey Sourcing
	Ready to Drink
	Food & Flavor
	Botanical Extraction
	Industrial &  Personal Care




 




50 Old Kings Highway North
 Darien, connecticut 06820
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	Company News
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	Technical Documents
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Get a Quote
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Industry
—Please choose an option—
Beverage
Industrial


Sub Industry
—Please choose an option—
Beverage : Brand Owners
Beverage : Distillery
Beverage : Investor



Sub Industry
—Please choose an option—
Industrial : Distributor
Industrial : Food/Flavor
Industrial : HBA
Industrial : Industrial
Industrial : Organic Extractor
Industrial : Partner Distributor
Industrial : Pharmaceuticals
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